AIACE/CENTRAL/2021 / 048

Dated 21.4.2021

To
The Chairman
Coal India Limited,
Coal Bhawan,
Premise No-04 MAR, Plot No-AF-III, Action Area-1A,
Newtown, Rajarhat,Kolkata-700156
Sub: Transfer of Sri Neelmani, Sr Mgr(X) from ECL to CIL Kolkata on Medical ground of his son

Dear Sir,

We are thankful to CIL Management for extending help to our member Sri Neelmani, Sr Manager
(Excavation), U.M. No. 907505, EIS No. 90051921 who is needed to take care of his mentally retarded son.
His son, Parth, needs special behavioural and speech stimulation, concentration, cognition development
and rehabilitation.
Previously, Mr Neelmani was posted in ECL at its Rajmahal OCP and on his request he was transferred to
ECL Sales Office, Kolkata which enabled him to avail proper medical attention required by his son.
But, the sales office has shifted to ECL HQ, Asansol for various reasons for the benefit of company. The
shifting of office has made Sri Neelmani, a victim of the circumstances as he won’t be able to arrange the
required medical care there in Asansol which was being availed in Kolkata.
Visualizing the difficulties and aggrieved with the situation, Sri Neelmani has applied, at HRMS portal of CIL,
for transfer to CIL, HQ, Kolkata and has also made representation to Chairman, vide his letter dated 15-42021, which has been endorsed to us. We are hereby enclosing Annexures- I to V forming part of his
representation.
Annexure-I -Latest representation by Sri Neelmani seeking transfer to CIL, Kolkata
Annexure-II -Disability Certificate issued by W. Bengal government to Parth, s/o Sri Neelmani
Annexure-III -Part of treatment papers showing treatment undertaken by Part, s/o Sri Neelmani at AIIMS, Delhi
Annexure-IV -Part of treatment papers undertaken at CMCH, Vellore by Parth, s/o Sri Neelmani
Annexure-V -Earlier Application of Sri Neelmani, allowing transfer from Rajmahal OCP to ECL, Kolkata Office

It is brought to your kind notice that in almost similar condition, CIL Mgt was kind enough to transfer Sri S K
Samanta who was posted at SECL,CWS Korba to CIL HQ long back to take care of his retarded daughter.
There is a Manovikas Kendra near Ruby General Hospital, Kolkata for speech stimulation, concentration
and cognition development up to rehabilitation where his son Parth can avail facility.

Under the circumstances, we at AIACE request to consider the case of transfer of Sri Neelmani on
humanitarian ground, from ECL to Kolkata. He being an excavation engineer, his services can be well
utilised by EED / C&F section in CIL HQ,.
It is also requested to constitute a team of doctors and one senior level executive of personnel department
to assess the actual need of the child and arrange required facility within the rules of the company.
In anticipation of a favourable decision from your end,
With Regards,

P. K. Singh Rathor
Principal General Secretary, AIACE
Encl: Annexure-I and Appendix as above
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